All Trailers

Trailers must be managed by certified shooting sports instructors. Please load the heavy items on the bottom and lighter ones on top. Try to organize so there is the least amount of shifting as the trailer does not have any suspension.

Trailers Policy

**Trailer #1** contains archery equipment.
**Trailer #2** contains air rifle equipment.
**Trailer #3** contains shotgun equipment.

Delivery Expectations

Keys can be picked up at the Center of 4-H office 219 FLC on NDSU campus in Fargo. It is expected that the trailer will be picked up and delivered back to the location it is currently stored. If convenient, the trailer may be moved between locations according to agreements between county offices, clubs, or state office. The state office assumes no responsibility for delivery of trailer. However, staff plans may take advantage of travel needs and work with the state office staff. The last user assumes responsibility for delivering the trailer back to designated storage site. It is best to reserve trailers well in advance of use so opportunities to share travel needs is available.

All trailers have a 2 inch ball and 4 pole light connector. You will need to bring.

Maintenance Expectations

Users are expected to inventory supplies and equipment they intend to use. The trailer comes with most supplies. We will resupply if we are notified what is needed. Any supplies that are exhausted are expected to be replaced if the trailer is traveling to another county. Reimbursement for supplies can be issued to the state office in Fargo with approval. Do not send the trailer on without notifying the next user of missing supplies if supplies are not replaced.

It is expected the outside of the trailer will be washed and the inside swept when needed. All equipment must be returned in the trailer.

**Trailer #4** has an indoor air rifle range, semi-automatic CO2 air rifles, and equipment. It can be ordered with additional equipment. In the winter, it is used to house match equipment. Contact: Adrian.Biewer@ndsu.edu